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ONLINE Google Docs
 
Google Docs contains several BUILTIN features that can
accommodate all students while providing interactive
mediums to engage, assess, facilitate classwide
collaboration, automate citations/bibliographies,
create lessons/activities, and search the web for
information all within the document.

Register

1010

 

ONLINE AT for the Struggling Writer

In this 2 week ONLINE course, participants will explore a
variety of low to high tech tools to help students who
struggle with motor skills involving writing, mechanics of
writing, as well as written expression.

Register

1017
ONLINE Dyslexia

Dyslexia is a diverse diagnosis that can impact a
student´s performance in a variety of ways. This can
include fine motor writing, composition, reading,
communication, spatial skills, and the list goes on...
During this 3 week course, participants will learn

http://www.solutionwhere.com/ldoe/cw/showsession.asp?667822678/2/20161:50:00+PM
http://www.solutionwhere.com/ldoe/cw/showsession.asp?2806154788/4/20163:39:27+PM


 

approaches, strategies, tools, and resources that will
increase student independence while utilizing their
unique style of learning for academic success.

Register

111
ONLINE Google Slides

Google Slides is an amazing tool for STUDENTS! They
can create magazines, newspapers, mock websites,
and visualize their research/problem solving either
individually or collaboratively. Participants will learn
lessons and strategies centered around differentiation
and student creation.

Register

1105
International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE)

Presents
Justin Sims' iFix for Reading & Writing ONLINE

Many students struggle with both Reading and Writing
during classroom activities, assignments, and tests. In
fact, sometimes we assess these students based on their
ability to read and write instead of their ability to learn a
concept. In this session,  participants will explore
dynamic applications on the ios platform that augment
realworld text and assignments to fit the learning needs
of the individual.

Webinar will be hosted by ISTE Mobile Learning Network
HERE from 9:00 AM to 9:45 AM  on 1105

Louisiana participants can register below:

Register

No ISTE Membership Required 100% FREE

1115
Alexandria

On Time, Prepared, and In Control: Executive
Functioning Strategies for Success

http://www.solutionwhere.com/ldoe/cw/showsession.asp?621538468/8/201612:29:08+PM
http://www.solutionwhere.com/ldoe/cw/showsession.asp?667822678/2/20161:51:57+PM
https://iste.adobeconnect.com/istemln_webinars
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSe5LwH_m-Uczq_ie6XKAFD_hgeUsaLVnF9mHi_1HRb3dx0sRg/viewform
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Visit our Website            

When students have issues with executive functioning,
any task that requires planning, organization, memory,
time management and flexible thinking becomes a
challenge. We will explore these challenges as well as
strategies to help your students improve their executive
skills and manage the difficulties. 

Register
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Alexandria

 

Core Vocabulary Communication MakeNTake

Nearly 80% of our daily language consists of Core
Words.  Can you imagin spending days..months..years
without effectively communicating "stop" "go" "want"
"more"...etc. ?  Some nonverbal students never receive
a systematic and dynamic form of expression using the
verbiage and motor plan necessary to communicate.
 In this session, participants will explore the power of
core vocabulary and implementation using best
practices.  All will leave with a low tech core board
(materials provided), strategies, and resources.

Register
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